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J. David Goodman, wdting in The New York Times today, introduces us to Robert S. Halper, a

former trader on Wall Street, now retired. The article bdngs us to Zuccotti Park where,

according to the article, Halper "...speods time each day...talking to protestem about politics and

their thoughts on reforming the banking system." Goodmal tells us that there are two things that

[{r. Halper doesn't let on about himself while talking to the Occupy Wall Street protesteN in the

paxk. First, that he was once the vice chairman of the New York Mercantile Exchange, and

secondly that he is '1he largest single donor to the nonprofit magazine that ignited the Occupy

Wall Sfteet movement."

As quoted in the article, Harper states "The whole thing is vsry surreal to me - the fact that I

spent my whole career right across the street...It mak€s me a little anxious, to t€ll you the truth

It could go anywhere. Ijust pray that it €nds peaceful."

Goodman goes on to explain Mr. Halper's longtime friendship with Ka.lle Lasn, "the editor in

chief of Adbusters, a Canadian anti-corpomte mag zine, in Vancouver'" The article goes on to

say that "over a steak dinner, the two longtime fiiends discussed Mr. Lasn's Foject, a plan to ftll

Wall street with protesters as a way to galvanize anger on the political left into a revolutionary

movemenl resembling rhe Arab Spring.
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According to the artiale, Mr. Halper, being first drawn to the magazine by spoof advertisements,

and being a longtime donator (by his own estimates $50 to $75000 over 20 years) decided to

write his fiiend a check for $20,000. Goodman writes "A month later, the magazine sent an e-

mail blitz to 90,000 readers and advocates calling for the occupation of Wall Street and setting

the datd for the fust Fotesters to camp in downtown Manhattan.

The article briefly mentions a couple ofweb designers who capitalized early on in tlrc movement

and set up a website, "Occupy Togethef' to act as a "digital hub for the growing number of

Facebook and Twitter pages dedicated to spreading the protest to new places."

We are given a brief cuniculum vitae on Mr. Halper and some pithy quotes at tlle end, but not

much else.

Let me say, that when I first read this afiicle, I toved it, and I still do, sort of. This is the kind of

in depth information that is possible with some perspective, investigation and reflection that is

missing ftom our 24 hour news cycles with as-it-happens updat€s. Occupy Wall Street is, alfirst

glance, a gmss rcots movement of the utmost democratic caliber being truly of the people, for the

people and by the people. And that is where tlis article sets my teeth on edge. Despite the fact

that, in the article, Mr. Halper "...does not claim any role in starting the movement..." his friend

Mr. Lasn at Adbusters does. "We sparked it, said Mr. Lasn." That doesn't inspire confidence in

our culture. Was the entirc movement produced? Did the people at Adbusters, so astute at

deconstmating Madison Avenue, use the tactics of the advertising industry mixed with the I'm

cool because I don't care about being cool social media guerrilla marketing to dupe people into

standing in parks all across America? Are we such a nation of blind consumerism drat we'll

even eat up something designed by an anti-consumedsm group? It's dizzying in its implications'



This would explain why there is no leader and no oze person has been able to aticulate what

exactly they are protesting. Are we so easily manipulated? I had hoped not. My gandpa was

right. Television rots the brain. The plotesters seem all to be from young baby boomers to

teenagers. It seems as the ages descend, the amount of per year television and digital media

consumltion increases. I just can't believe that we stare at our phones, and Tweets can get us to

drop out of college, leave work, endue setf imposed homelessness and the constant thr€at of

arlest.

I want to believe that this movement is something more. I have to believe there is a gestalt at

wo*. I have to believe that whatever the original motives, whatever the impetus thal something

good is happening. So what if I have to lie to my kids to get them to eat their vegetables' as long
/.\

as they get the nutrition they need( And maybe they'Il discover they have a taste for something

new, and decide to explore their world just a little bit more in the process.
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He Made It on WalI St. and Used It to Help Start the Protests
By J, DAVID GOODMAN

Robert Stolarik for The New York TimesRobert S. Halper at Zuccotti PaIk last Thursday night.
Robert S. Halper, a retired Wall Street trader, spends time each day in Zuccotti Park
talking to protesters about politics and their thoughts on reforming the banking system.

But Mr. Halper, a 5z-year-old Brooklyn native, never reveals two facts about himseli he
is a former vice chairman of the New York Mercantile Exchange and the largest single
donor to the nonprofit magazine that ignited the Occupy Wall Street movement.

"The whole thing is very surreal to me - the fact that I spent my whole career right across
the street," he said in an interyiew last week on a marble bench near the park. "It makes
me a little anxious, to tell you the truth. It could go an1'where. I just pray that it ends
peaceful."

Mr. Halper said he first heard about the plan for protests in .June when he visited Kalle
Lasn, the editor in chief of Adbusterc, a Canadian anticorporate magazine, in Vancouver.
Over a steak dinner, the two longtime friends discussed Mr. l,asn's project, a plan to fill
Wall Street witl protesters as a way to galvanize anger on the political left into a
revolutionary movement resembling the Arab Spring.

"I rolled m1, eyes," he said. "I was more interested in talking about healti care."

But Mr. Halper, who lives on the Upper West Side, had long been a supporter ofthe
magazine, donating by his estimate $5o,ooo to $75,ooo over the last 20 years since he
was fil'st attracted by the magazine's spoofs on corporate logos and advertisements. So he
wrote a check for $2o.ooo and returned to his life in NewYork.

A month later, the magazine sent an e-mail blitz to 9o,ooo readers and advocates calling
for the occupation of Wall Street and setting the date for the first protesters to camp in
dor4'nto\4'n Manhattan.

"We sparked it," said Mr. Lasn, 69, but "what they've done up until nor' - with a
leaderless movement that is all-inclusive - that's given them a kind of mystique that has
launched a national cnnversafion.

The text of that initial call can still be found on the magazine's Web site, u'hich has been
filled with photos and videos from the Occupy Wall Street protests. Mr. Lasn said the
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magazine's circulation, now roughly rzo,ooo, had expanded in the weeks since protesteN
took over Zuccotti Park on the Adbusters-selected date, Sept. 17.

The protest quickly grew beyond the influence ofthe magazine's followers, as
independent calls for similar protests in other cities began proliferating. The leaderless
movement soon gained a measure of cohesion online from anot}er unlikely place:
Nebraska.

T\^'o days a{ter the start of the Occupy Wall Street protests, a pair of young Web
designers, unable to travel to New York to take part in the demonstration, created a
simple digital hub for the growing number of Facebook and Twitter pages dedicated to
spreading the protest to new places.

"I thought, 'wow, it would be really great ifthere was a web site that collected
information about all ofthese,' " one ofthe designers, Ella, 25, said. (She spoke on the
condition tlat she be referred to onlv by her first name to minimize the harassment she
receives via e-mail,)

She and her fianc6 threw together a page in "a few hours" and called it Occupy Together,
and the design appears to have been emulated by others trying to organize in dozens of
cities, including Boston, Seattle and Portland, Ore.

Mr. Halper, the Wall Street supporter ofAdbusters, said he felt swept up in something
larger but remained ambivalent about the protests. He does not claim any role in starting
the movement, though he calls Zuccotti Park "the coolest place in New York,"

Mr. Halper was raised in East New York, Brooklyn, and Woodmere on Long Island, and
his parents orvned a liquor store on the Lower East Side. He began his career as a floor
trader in 1983, swapping oil futures and living in Manhattan. Since retiring in 2oo7, he
has focused on philanthropy, donating roughly $roo,ooo a year to a variety of causes,
mostly related to health care and the arts.

He recently gave $z,5oo to Mitt Romney's campaign for president, after meeting him at a
neighbor's fund-raiser. "My giving is a little A.D.D. - like me," he said, referring to what
he described as his hlperactivity and wandering attention.

He readily admits to being a member of t}le so-called One Pelcent - the top slice of
American earners, who have been vilified by tlre proteste$. "The fact that I made a lot of
money, things just worked out for me," he said. "There's some issues where we're all in it
together."

Mr. Halper said his conversations with protesters had made him think a lot about what
should be done. "Ifthere's pain, it should be shdred," he said. "The people who have
money - they should pay something more, whether that's in taxes or somewhere else."
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